
Aidrivers is a company specialising in ad-
vanced technology, how did the company 
begin and what are its plans for the next 
few years?
I spent my early career in the evolving in-

ogy where data was the true asset. We 

value using intelligent systems with AI. This 
sector is now known as data science. Then 
I moved onto academia where I have made 

ic 3D sensor and display technologies also 

are fundamental to empowering industrial 

sion is to provide AI enabled autonomous 

for smarter environments and intelligent 

have been the key market domain for pro-

Aidrivers was founded with the mission to 
accelerate autonomous mobility and meet 
the industry challenges in horizontal trans-

saw the opportunity for Aidrivers to enable 

prove the quality of service.

25th year and we have seen monumental-

big changes in the next 25 years?

wasted resource and lower quality service 

will be a step change in achieving higher resil-

believe that ports will improve the quality of 

sector.  These improvements will lead to zero 

for a smarter environment.

This year has so far been tumultuous for 

and AI help the global economy recover 
from the COVID-19 pandemic? 

sustainability which cannot be achieved 
without increased resilience.   AI and au-

silience needed in supply chain business 

throughput which will help port operators 
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for being slow and reluctant to change, 

It is not a surprise that the maritime in-

small changes incur big financial costs 
in modifications to the working environ-
ment and processes. Traditional automa-
tion requires an overhaul to the opera-
tional environment and changes to how 
the work is done due to the lack of AI 
cognitive-in-situation awareness.  How-

or minimum changes to the environment 
and is directly deployable in brown field 
terminals under the existing infrastruc-

the port industry could be accelerated by 
AI enabled automation. 

Ports are increasingly realising that they 

the value chain, what is the role of AI in 
making this happen? 
There is a desperate need for collabora-

-
creased ability for ports to meet market 

become self-aware and connected which is 
-

There are many parts of a port’s opera-

AI, for example the yard or, increasingly, 
-

Aidrivers assist? 

some of leading port operators in automa-

-

of terminal trucks and yard/quay cranes.  
Both terminal vehicles and cranes are ideal 
for any port to start with the implementa-

their terminal trucks and cranes with Ai 
enabled autonomous systems to improve 

-
ogy we use means that port operators are 

good but not good enough. This is due to 

and lack of behavioural data which is af-

of sensors and systems dependency which 

there are a number of areas of port opera-
-

tomate such as terminal vehicles and quay 
cranes due to increased requirements of 

-

in Aidrivers.
Aidrivers is committed to providing AI 

enabled automation for existing brown 
field port terminals without requiring 

and operational cost reduction.  Crucial-
ly our products allow port operators to 
continue improving their terminal design 
without being limited by automation re-
quirements.  

-

port operators. AI algorithms can be ap-
-

-

maintenance issues.  As systems and en-
vironments are connected they will com-

important there is some level of de-cou-
pling and system independency otherwise 
there could be another problem of system 

-
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-

-

Professionally this has expanded into 
-
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Aidrivers provide specialised Ai ena-

meet the needs of port operators.  
The company is working passionately 
to address industrial mobility chal-

-
-

vice towards a sustainable future.
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